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Beauty Baryons: Recent CDF Results
J. Tseng,a for the CDF Collaboration
aMassachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA

Using data collected between 1992 and 1995 at the Fermilab Tevatron, CDF has searched for the Aj, baryon
through both semileptonic and hadronic decay channels. This presentation reviews measurements of the A;, mass,
lifetime, and production and decay rates performed with this data.

The Fermilab Tevatron pp collider, with center-
of-mass energy -<fs — 1800 GeV, produces copious
numbers of 6 quarks—some eighty thousand mil-
lion between 1992 and 1995—and is thus a useful
tool for the study of 6-quark physics. It is natural,
therefore, having found and studied mesons con-
taining b quarks, to search the data for the pres-
ence of baryons containing such quarks. This arti-
cle describes recent studies concerning the lowest
lying baryon, the Aj, conducted at the Collider
Detector at Fermilab (CDF). [1]

1. Full Reconstruction: Aj —+ J/^A0

One of the signatures proven most useful for
b hadron reconstruction at CDF is the decay
J/ip —> fj,+fi~, because the two muons readily
distinguish the event from the far more com-
mon light-quark processes that occur at a hadron
collider. The muons are identified by matching
tracks in the Central Tracking Chamber (CTC)
with track stubs in wire chambers placed out-
side the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters. These outer chambers cover the pseudora-
pidity range |?j| < 1 relative to the nominal in-
teraction point. The tracks are required to have
momentum, pr, measured in the detector plane
transverse to the beam, of at least 2 GeV/c. The
two muons are vertex constrained as well as mass
constrained to the world average J/ij) mass, [2]
and the resulting probability is required to ex-
ceed 0.5%.

The search for A& in the resulting data sam-
ple is for its decay to J/i/;A0. [3] (In this article,
charge conjugate decays are implied.) The de-

cay B° -> J/i/>K°, followed by K° -> *•+*-, is
topologically very similar to Aj —• J/ipA° and is
used to check the mass measurement as well as
normalize the rate measurement.

The A0 is reconstructed through its decay to
pir~. Because of the large mass difference be-
tween the proton and pion, the proton mass is
assigned to the higher-py track. The A0 vertex is
required to have a transverse displacement, pro-
jected along its momentum, of at least 1.0 cm
beyond the primary vertex. The total pr of the
A0 must be at least 1.5 GeV/c. The two tracks
are also required to have dE/dx measurements in
the CTC within 2<r of their predicted energy loss.
Combinations with mass within 4 MeV/c2 (about
2cr) of the world average for A0 are taken to be A0

candidates. The event is removed from considera-
tion if assigning the proton candidate a pion mass
results in a combined mass within 12 MeV/c2 of
the K° mass.

The J/tp and A0 candidates are then com-
bined, constraining the dimuon pair to the J/ij>
mass and the A0 to point back to the dimuon
vertex. The combined pr is required to exceed
6.0 GeV/c2 and have |JJ| < 1 relative to the pri-
mary interaction point. In addition, a lifetime
cut, cr > 100 jum, is applied to reduce non-6
backgrounds. The resulting mass distribution is
shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Mass Measurement
The above reconstruction method has been

tested in parts on several established signals such
as ip(2S) —> J/-07r+-!T~, Xci,2 —* J/rfi with pho-
ton conversion 7 —» e+e~, H~ —> A°7r~, and, as
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Figure 1. Invariant mass distribution of J/i>A°
candidates. The fit results are from an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit to a gaussian signal over
a linear background.

mentioned above, the topologically similar B° —*
J/ipKg. No systematic mass effects were uncov-
ered with these checks.

The statistical significance of the peak is es-
timated by the probability that a linear back-
ground could fluctuate up to the observed num-
ber of events in five consecutive bins, which cor-
responds to the mass resolution of the Aj deter-
mined by Monte Carlo. The search window was
defined in several ways, and all methods yield a
significance of about 3<r.

The mass of this signal is 5621±4 MeV/c2 from
an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. Systematic
uncertanties due to detector effects and nonuni-
formities are measured to be 3 MeV/c2. The final
mass result is

mAi = 5621 ± 4(stat) ± 3(sys) MeV/c2,

Figure 2 shows this value in comparison with
recent measurements from UA1, DELPHI, and
ALEPH. [4] [5] Calculating the mass difference
between the Aj and the B° almost eliminates the

Figure 2. Recent Aj mass measurements.

systematic uncertainties. That difference is

mAl - mBo = 340 ± 5(stat) ± l{sys) MeV/c2.

1.2. Production and Decay Rate
As mentioned above, the Aj production and

decay rate can be measured relative to that of
B° —> J/ipK°. The reconstruction algorithms are
essentially the same, and hence many systematic
uncertainties largely cancel in the ratio.

Additional quality cuts are imposed upon the
data in order to perform the measurement where
efficiencies are well understood. These cuts in-
clude the requirement that all tracks have pr >
400 MeV/c and the muons must be reconstructed
using precision measurements in the Silicon Ver-
tex Detector (SVX). [6] The ratio of efficiencies
of these cuts is measured in Monte Carlo to be

= 2.02 ±0.05.

After these cuts the signals are as shown in Fig-
ure 3. There are 7.7±3.4 Aj events and 57.6±8.7
B°'s. The ratio of production and decay rates is
therefore

<r(pp
cr(pp -> B°X)Bi(B°
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Figure 3. A6 -f J/^A° and B° -+ J/ipK° mass
distributions for the rate measurement.

= 0.27 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.05(sys).

The largest systematic uncertainties are due to
the fragmentation and decay dynamics of the Aj.

2. Semileptonic Decay: Aj —* A+l~vtX

Partial reconstruction of the sernileptonic de-
cay of the Aj is another approach to the study
of the b baryon, and it offers several advantages,
among them a large branching fraction on the or-
der of 10%, and, because of the high thresholds on
the single lepton triggers at CDF, favorable kine-
matics for distinguishing the high energy signal
from the relatively low energy backgrounds.

The signature for Aj semileptonic decay used
in the present analyses is a "right sign" charm-
lepton pair (Aft" and A~£+) with invariant mass
consistent with Aj decay. The A+ is fully recon-
structed through its decay to pK~ir+. "Wrong
sign" pairs (A+£+ and A~£~), which cannot come
from semileptonic Aj decay, are used for back-
ground studies.

The CDF trigger selects electrons with electro-
magnetic energy deposition in the central detec-
tor region of at least 9 GeV and pointed to by a

CTC track. The electron candidates are further
purified by examining their deposition profiles in
the calorimeter as well as in strip chambers em-
bedded within the calorimeter. Muon candidates
are selected as described in Section 1 but with
pr > 9 GeV/c.

The A+ is reconstructed as a three-prong ver-
tex with all tracks in the SVX. The pr cuts on
the proton, kaon, and pion are set at 2, 1, and
0.45 GeV/c. Since both the Aj and A+ are long-
lived particles, cuts on the apparent flight dis-
tance of the vertex and the impact parameters of
the tracks further suppress the background while
keeping most of the signal. The proton dE/dx
is required to be within 2<r of expectation. The
Ac candidate is then combined with the lepton,
and the invariant mass of the two particles is
calculated and required to be between 3.5 and
6 GeV/c2. The lower limit cuts out part of the
kinematically allowed region but suppresses back-
grounds from B meson decays.

2.1. Production and Decay Rate
The reconstruction program described above

was first carried out in the single electron data
of the first 19.3 pb~ . The pKir mass distri-
bution is shown in Figure 4 for the "right sign"
combinations, and Figure 5 for the "wrong sign."
Monte Carlo studies show that with the above
cuts, backgrounds from A+ duplicates (switch-
ing the proton and pion), reflections from other
charm hadrons, B meson and non-semileptonic
A& decays, and pairs from different quarks do not
contribute significantly to the size of the "right
sign" signal. The product of cross section and
branching fractions is measured with this signal
to be

ah(p
h

T > 10.5 GeV/c, \y\ < l)x

= (1.9 ± 0.51(stat) ± nb

where fab is the probability that the fragmen-
tation of a & quark produces a b baryon which
then yields the "right sign" signature; here "Aj"
designates any such baryon, the Aj itself being
expected to contribute the largest part. The sys-
tematic uncertainties are mostly those due to de-
tector simulation, whereas the theoretical uncer-
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Figure 4. "Right sign" pKir mass distribution. Figure 5. "Wrong sign" pKi: mass distribution.

tainties are mostly from uncertainties in fragmen-
tation and the decay model used in the efficiency
calculation.

The above rate measurement can be converted
into a product of branching fractions by dividing
it by the b quark cross section measured at CDF
for the specified kinematic region, [7]

ab{ph
T > 10.5 GeV/c, |y| < 1)

= 1.99 ± 0.30 ± 0.41/xb.

Removing common systematic uncertainties, the
product of branching fractions is

/A6Br(Ai -» A+e-VeX)Bi(Ac ^pK-*+)
= (9.5 ± 2.5(«*ot) ± 2.9(sys)±3

2-
3

8(th)) x 10~4,

which is higher than but consistent with previous
results from LEP. [8]

2.2. Lifetime Measurement
The Aj lifetime has been measured using

semileptonic decays at LEP and is notable for be-
ing unexpectedly short. QCD predictions place
the lifetime ratio TA,,/TB0 a t not much less than
0.9; [9] as shown in Figure 6, the observed ratio is
0.73 ± 0.06, averaging over analyses based upon
sign correlations in Acl, A£, and pi pairs. [10]

Such a short lifetime is difficult to accomodate
theoretically. [11]

The Aj lifetime is measured at CDF with elec-
trons and muons from 110 pb~ of data collected
from 1992 to 1995. [12] The analysis uses cuts sim-
ilar to those used in the rate measurement. The
"right sign" and "wrong sign" pKir mass distri-
butions are shown in Figure 7. There are 197 ±25
"right sign" events, and again no discernible peak
among the "wrong sign" combinations.

The lifetime measurement is performed by
measuring the transverse distance from the pri-
mary interaction point to the Aci vertex. The
distribution of "pseudo-proper decay lengths,"

M
CT' = Lx

so called because the neutrino momentum is not
included, is shown in Figure 8. The effect of the
missing neutrino is modeled in Monte Carlo and is
seen to be largely insensitive to pr {Acl) and lep-
ton pr. The correction is convoluted with the life-
time fit to give the true CT. The lifetime fit simul-
taneously fits the signal and background shapes
and gives

rAb = 1.32 ± O.lb(stat) ± 0.07(sys) ps
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Figure 6. Comparison of b hadron lifetimes.

where the systematic uncertainties include varia-
tions in the background shape and fitting proce-
dure, possible bias due to the event selection cuts,
and uncertainties in Aj, production and decay, in-
cluding the effect of additional daughter hadrons.
The lifetime ratio is therefore

— = 0.85 ± O.lO(stat) ± 0.05(sys).
Tgo

The CDF lifetime measurement is compared in
Figure 9 with other measurements which fully re-
construct the A+ and is seen to be consistent with
them. [13] Considered alone, it is also in good
agreement with the theoretical expectation.

3. Conclusion

In data collected at the Tevatron between 1992
and 1995, CDF has observed the A* through its
hadronic decay to J/ipA° and semileptonic de-
cay to Af£~ViX. Its mass is measured to be
5621 ±4(stat)±3(sys) MeV/c2 and its lifetime to
be 1.32 ± O.lb(stat) ± 0.07(sys) ps. The lifetime
ratio, TAJTBO = 0.85 ± O.lO(siot) ± O.Oh(sys),
is in agreement with theoretical expectations as
well as recent LEP measurements. In addition,
the production and decay rates are measured to

Figure 7. "Right-sign" (points) and "wrong-sign"
(hatched histogram) pKir mass distributions.

a{pp J/ipA0)
be

cr(pp -» B°X)BT(B°

- 0.27 ± Q.12(stai) ± 0.05{sys)

and, using the first 19.3 pb"*1 of electron data,

ab{pl
T > 10.5 GeV/c, |

fAbBv(Ab

= (1.9 ± 0.51(siat) ± nb.

The next Tevatron collider run is scheduled to
begin in 1999 with the benefit of the Main In-
jector upgrade. CDF is currently upgrading its
detector to take advantage of the resulting higher
luminosities, and one may expect a rich harvest
of b baryon results in the future.
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